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Many Oracle® customers are now looking 
for the next major step for the next 20+ 
years of their software investments, and 
C3 Alliance’s Tools and expertise enables us to 

alternative - Oracle®ADF.

development by providing out of the box 
infrastructure services and a visual and 
declarative development  experience.

Java EE is a standard, robust, scalable, and 
secure platform that forms the basis for 
many of today’s enterprise applications. 

building multi-tier applications using the 
Java ™ language. In the past, there was a 
direct correlation between the robust 
nature of an application to the complexity 
required to achieve it. However, with the 
advent of the Oracle® ADF framework, 
you are able to provide the implementa-
tion of extremely rich Java EE applica-
tions, adhering to standard patterns and 

C3 Alliance is an Information Technology (IT) 

Oracle-ADF experts provide unique 
Oracle® services. C3 Alliance’s Forms and

Oracle® Forms modernization solutions; 

migration tools and services that result in 
successful Forms upgrade from any 
earlier version to 10g, 11g or to
 Oracle-ADF.

Proven Forms to Oracle® ADF 
Migration Solution

C3 Alliance Value

Many companies today have 
invested substantial time and 
effort over the last decade in 
developing critical and large-
scale Oracle Forms applications.  

These same corporations also interested in moving 
ahead with technology advances and are looking for a 
way to convert these applications into a true web 
based environment. Oracle has developed ADF as its 
core infrastructure J2ee framework and ADF now is a 
true integral component of the Oracle Fusion product 
stack. C3 Alliance can provide your company with 
strategic Oracle Forms to Oracle ADF migration and 
conversion services and assist you in modernizing 
your application set. We offer a complete set of 
services in this area and have a technical staff that is 
very experienced in this specialized area.

Oracle Forms to Oracle ADF 
High Level Object Related 
Conversion Areas Addressed:
• Forms Menus
• Forms Blocks
• Forms Items
• Forms Popups
• Forms Triggers
 • Form/Block/Item
• Stored Procedure and Function Usage
• Forms Global Usage
• Forms Error Handling

C3 Alliance incorporates the use of JavaScript and ADF task 
flows during its migration process to address various 
issues that do not have a direct correspondence in the 
ADF area as compared to its Forms counterpart. We use 
our own internally built tools for our own internal 
processes and procedures within our migration 
services framework.

C3 Alliance has developed an approach that does not 
constitute using any third party libraries or propri-
etary software; you, the customer, get a deliverable 
which is pure Oracle ADF/BC4J and which is then 
directly supportable and easily readable for your 
development staff. C3 Alliance also insures that our 
customers are involved in each and every decision that 
has to made during the migration process; we also are 
project and detailed oriented and insist on formal test 
procedures to be written up and used as our bench-
marks for final delivery and customer sign off. 

C3 Alliance has chosen not to 
emulate its competitors by 
simply not offering a fully 
automated conversion tool 
approach to the marketplace. 
Typical conversion tools do not 
produce output that can be 

readily understood by developers and support 
personnel and never creates full proof and completely 
workable code,i.e. conversion tool output must be 
heavily modified afterwards to satisfy full application 
functionality, and changes to conversion tool output 
must follow the patterns and standards of the given 
vendor. All fully automated migration tools suffer from 
the same problematic, their input being Oracle® 
Forms objects, the output inevitably becomes Oracle 
Forms oriented – Instead, C3 Alliance ensures that the 
Oracle®ADF code is 100% compliant to Oracle®ADF 
best practices. We therefore believe wholeheartedly 
that our approach offers a more holistic and strategic 
approach to our customers. 

No Shortcut, No Compromise, 
Simply Pure Oracle® ADF.

Oracle Forms Application Review and Detailed 
Analysis
C3 Alliance can provide you with a detailed inventory of 
your complete application associated objects and a 
complete roadmap in how you will be able to achieve 
your ADF migration

Oracle Forms to Oracle ADF Turnkey Migration and 
Conversion Services
C3 Alliance can provide a complete Oracle Forms to Oracle 
ADF migration solution for you where we take on all 
responsibilities including project management, applica-
tion inventory/object analysis, testing, documentation, 
re-engineering requirements, and addressing all security 
integration issues.

Oracle ADF Training and Education
C3 Alliance offers a very comprehensive ADF training course 
geared towards Oracle Forms developers within 
includes these major areas : 
•  Oracle ADF 
•  Oracle Weblogic Server
•  Security and Oracle ADF security related issues

Code Re-engineering
C3 Alliance can assist you in determining what elements of 
your application you may need to re-engineer or poten-
tially re-write with specific regard to your ADF migration

In summary C3 Alliance has both the experience and 
expertise to be known as the overall leader in Oracle® 
Forms to Oracle® ADF conversions. It is our intention to 
both provide our customers with qualitative and 
optimal quantitative solutions, stellar consulting 
services, and upmost, strategic knowledge transfer to 
our end customers which is inherent to our overall 
process.
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